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THE NEXT GENERATION FULL BODY HARNESS

Get into the Best!

Manufactured items – even of the highest 
quality – will lose their ability to perform over 
time. On that matter, ExoFit NEXTM Harnesses are 
likely to challenge conventional thinking. 
Designed using materials of lasting strength, 
including REPEL™ Technology and Tech-Lite™ made 
from aircraft aluminium, ExoFit NEXTM Harnesses 
can withstand incredible demands on a daily basis.
More remarkably, they are built to perform to 
the highest standards and the harshest of 
environments - your job site.....  

 
FUNCTION

 
DURABILITY

In today’s workplace, where speed and efficiency 
are project requirements, the purchase of ExoFit 
NEXTM Harnesses can be justified as an investment 
in productivity. The perfect Harness gives workers 
the freedom and confidence to function to their 
maximum. Innovative safety devices and ground 
breaking design features – such as suspension 
trauma straps sewn into the Harness, Duo-Lok™ 
quick-connect buckles, and a covered pocket 
with elastic sides to store personal items – permit 
wearers to work smart, fast and safe. 

HEAD OFFICE AND MANUFACTURING
95 Derby Street Silverwater NSW 2128 Australia 
Phone: +61 2 8753 7600  Fax: +61 2 8753 7603
Email: sales@capitalsafety.com.au   
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Small 683S4016

Medium 683M4016

Large 683L4016

X-Large 683XL4016

ExoFit NEX™  
Climbing Harness 
Front, rear, side and abdominal Tech-
Lite™ aluminium D-rings, Duo-Lok™ 
quick-connect buckles, padded lower 
back/hip pad, tool & gear loops,  
non-slip hybrid comfort padding,  
REPEL™ technology webbing, i-Safe™ 
enabled

Small 623S2018

Medium 623M2018

Large 623L2018

X-Large 623XL2018

ExoFit NEX™ 
Cross-Over Harness
Front and rear Tech-Lite™ aluminium 
D-rings, Duo-Lok™ quick-connect buckles, 
Revolver™ vertical torso adjuster, non-slip 
hybrid comfort padding, suspension 
trauma straps, impact indicator, REPEL™  
technology webbing, i-Safe™ enabled

ExoFit NEX™ 
Confined Space Harness
Front, rear and side Tech-Lite™ aluminium 
D-rings, Duo-Lok™ quick-connect buckles, 
Revolver™ vertical torso adjusters, non-slip 
hybrid comfort padding, wide padded 
lower back/hip pad, suspension trauma 
straps, confined space loops, impact 
indicator, REPEL™ technology webbing, 
i-Safe™ enabled

Small 613S2016

Medium 613M2016

Large 613L2016

X-Large 613XL2016

Small 693S4017

Medium 693M4017

Large 693L4017

X-Large 693XL4017

ExoFit NEX™  
Derrickmans Harness
Front, rear (with extension), side and rear lower 
back Tech-Lite™ aluminium D-rings, Duo-Lok™ 
quick-connect buckles, Revolver™ vertical torso 
adjusters, non-slip hybrid comfort padding, seat 
sling with positioning/suspension D-rings, 
impact indicator, suspension trauma straps,  
REPEL™ technology webbing, i-Safe™ enabled 
(optional: Monkey Board Belt – 1000570, High 
performance Suspension Seat – 1150011)

Small 673S4002

Medium 673M4002

Large 673L4002

X-Large 673XL4002

ExoFit NEX™ 
Sit Harness
Side Tech-Lite™ aluminium D-rings,  
Duo-Lok™ quick-connect buckles, front 
belay loops, padded lower back/hip pad, 
tool & gear loops, non-slip hybrid comfort 
padding,  REPEL™ technology webbing, 
i-Safe™ enabled

Small 603S2018

Medium 603M2018

Large 603L2018

X-Large 603XL2018

ExoFit NEX™ 
Riggers Harness
Front and rear Tech-Lite™ aluminium 
D-rings, Duo-Lok™ quick-connect buckles, 
Revolver™ vertical torso adjusters, non-
slip hybrid comfort padding, suspension 
trauma straps, confined space loops, 
impact indicator, REPEL™ technology 
webbing, i-Safe™ enabled

Small 653S4016

Medium 653M4016

Large 653L4016

X-Large 653XL4016

ExoFit NEX™ 
Tower Workers Harness
Front, rear and side Tech-Lite™ 
aluminium D-rings, Duo-Lok™ 
quick-connect buckles, Revolver™ 
vertical torso adjusters, wide padded lower 
back/hip pad, work positioning/suspension 
seat with tanged pole D-rings (can be secured 
out of the way for unhindered climbing), 
non-slip hybrid comfort padding, suspension 
trauma straps, impact indicator, REPEL™ 
technology webbing, i-Safe™ enabled

Small 603S1034

Medium 603M1034

Large 603L1034

X-Large 603XL1034

ExoFit NEX™  
Flotation Harness
275N Integral Personal Flotation Device, 
Rear stainless steel D-ring, Front fall 
arrest loops, stainless steel quick-connect 
buckles, non-slip hybrid comfort padding, 
suspension trauma straps, impact 
indicator, REPEL™ technology webbing, 
i-Safe™ enabled (also available with 275N 
MED/SOLAS personal flotation device)

Also available are models with additional  
features suitable for specific industry applications

All ExoFit NEX™ harnesses are certified and 
approved to AS/NZS 1891.1:2007  

Quality 
ISO 9001

height safety | confined space | industrial rescue 
fall protection experts:

Call:   1800 245 002 (AUS)    0800 212 505 (NZ)    
www.capitalsafety.com.au
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Get into the Best!

Although many in the industry see our Harnesses as having 
no equal, we continue to improve, refine and innovate. 
If there’s a stronger, lighter material, we want to introduce it. 
If there’s a better method for producing a stronger, more 
comfortable Harness, we want to develop it. ExoFit NEXTM 
Harnesses are the culmination of ongoing research, and the 
implementation of new designs using the latest breakthrough 
materials. Rest assured, when you purchase an ExoFit NEXTM 
Harness, you can be absolutely certain that you are 
purchasing the finest Harness available today. 
COMFORT
Equipment designed for safety doesn’t have to be 
uncomfortable. True to that principle, we manufacture 
Harnesses using materials that won’t add unnecessary weight. 
We add moisture wicking padding wherever appropriate to 
keep you dry and cool all day. And because we also believe 
that the Harness should in no way interfere with or distract the 
wearer from performing their job, we implement critical 
adjustment features that allow for a perfect fit. 

 
FEATURES

Duo-Lok™ Quick 
Connect Buckles
Lightweight one-handed use with 
memory-fit web-lock ensures fast, 
non-slipping connections. 

Revolver™ Vertical 
Torso Adjusters
Simple and fast adjustment that 
eliminates loose ends and locks 
into place preventing slippage.

Covered Labels 
and i-Safe™
A velcro® cover protects the labels 
and positions them in an easy-to-
access location.

Hybrid Comfort Padding
Lightweight, moisture wicking, 
and breathable padding won’t 
move or slip, keeping the wearer 
comfortable at all times.
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INDUSTRY

1st
INDUSTRY

1st
INDUSTRY

1st
INDUSTRY

1st
INDUSTRY

Tech-Lite™ 
Aluminium D-rings
Extremely lightweight alloy 
commonly used in military and 
aerospace offers a higher level of 
security and comfort.

Built-In Carrying Pocket
Conveniently holds and protects a 
mobile phone, camera, or other 
items.

Moulded Lanyard Keepers
Easy holstered snap hooks break 
away to avoid trip hazards and 
injury in a fall.

Ultra-Soft Edging
Moves with you - doesn’t 
rub or chafe.

Rigid 
Hip Padding Loops
Prevents equipment pouches from 
sagging and reduces abrasion in 
vulnerable areas.

Stand-Up Dorsal D-ring
Patented spring-loaded design 
automatically stands up ensuring 
fast, easy and safe connections to 
your fall arrest system.

Impact Indicator
Rip-stitch indicator allows the user 
to quickly and easily inspect the 
Harness for impact loading.

Superior X-Design
Construction is based on a single 
piece of material in the shape of an 
“X” that wraps around the wearer 
for the ultimate in comfort, security 
and no-tangle donning.

EQUIPPED

Integrated 
Trauma Straps
Provide an adjustable, continuous 
loop for post fall, minimising 
suspension trauma / orthostatic 
intolerance.

REPEL TM Technology 
Webbing
Water repellent to reduce 
attraction of mould and 
dirt - also has up to 5 times 
more abrasion resistance.   

Reflective Material
For greater visibility in dark and 
dangerous environments, reflective 
material is integrated on legs, 
chest, shoulders and back.

Patents Pending

Not all features available on all models across the range.
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